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Next Class: Place-based Policies

Changing schedule slightly to talk about place-based policies next class (natural
extension of today’s lecture)

Reading: Kline, Patrick, and Moretti, Enrico, “People, Places, and Public Policy:
Some Simple Welfare Economics of Local Economic Development Programs,”
Annual Review of Economics, 2014

Optional: Neumark, David and Simpson, Helen, “Place-Based Policies,” Handbook
of Regional and Urban Economics, 2015 In order to evaluate policy we usually
calculate a marginal willingness to pay; this can be compared to cost of
implementing some pollution reduction policy

See website for links to papers
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How do we price negative effect of pollution?

Most cost-benefit analyses of “bads”, like pollution, need some measure for
negative effect of pollution

In order to evaluate policy we usually calculate a marginal willingness to pay; this
can be compared to cost of implementing some pollution reduction policy

So, if you wanted to quantify the negative effect of pollution on Beijing, how would
you do it?

What would you try to measure? How would you report your results?

What method would you use to identify this effect? What data would you use?
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Spatial Equilibrium Framework

In AMM monocentric city model, we already saw that value of being close to
center can be inferred from housing prices

We can use this idea generally. Say a is distance from a pollution source,
consumers consume one unit of housing, and spend rest of money on a numeraire
x.

Housing price will adjust with a to compensate consumers for being close to
pollution, then:

U(x ;a) = k and w − p(a) = x

Totally differentiating: dU
da = ∂U

∂x
dx
da + ∂U

∂a = ∂U
∂x

−dp(a)
da + ∂U

∂a = 0

MWTP for distance from polluter: ∂U
∂a /

∂U
∂x = dp

da
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Spatial Equilibrium Framework

A very useful method for estimating the value (or cost) of location specific factors
is to try and infer this value from the decision of mobile agents

In the spatial equilibrium framework workers have utility over tradable goods,
non-tradable goods (ex: housing), and the location specific factors (“amenities”)

Since utility must be equal across locations, wages and housing prices adjust to
make workers indifferent

Therefore we can infer the value of amenities from wages and housing prices
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Wages, Rents, and the Quality of Life, JPE 1982

Very famous paper from Roback’s 1980 thesis, over 4000 citations

Not only important to Urban Economics literature but also quite important to Labor
(local labor markets–see references on last slide), Environmental Economics
(pricing of environmental amenities), Trade (markets and industry concentration),
and Development (migration)

Many theoretical extensions to consider heterogeneous agents, tax policy,
agglomeration and congestion

Recent work uses framework in quite rigorous empirical estimation of quality of life
and city wage differentials (see Albouy, “Are Big Cities Bad Places to Live?
Estimating Quality of Life across Metropolitan Areas.”)
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Jennifer Roback, “Wages, Rents, and the Quality of Life,” JPE,
1982
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Microeconomics Theory Refresher

Main tools of Roback model are indirect utility function and unit cost function; she
uses Shepard’s Lemma and Roy’s Identity to derive some results

Shepard’s Lemma: derivative of cost function C(W , y) with respect to price of an
input, wi , is conditional factor demand for that input zi(wi , y):

zi(wi , y) =
∂C(W , y)

∂wi
(Shepard’s Lemma)

Roy’s Identity: negative ratio of derivatives of indirect utility function w.r.t. price of a
good pi and income m is Marshallian demand for that good

xi(pi ,m) = −∂V (P,m)

∂pi
/
∂V (P,m)

∂m
(Roy’s Identity)
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Workers
Identical workers with cost-less migration, each supplies one unit of labor

Different cities have different exogenous amenities (ex: warm climate, natural
beauty, clean air), denoted s

Worker utility is function of s, consumption of composite commodity X (numeraire,
paid with wage w), and consumption of land lc (rented at r )

max
x ,lc

U(x , lc ; s) s.t. x + r ∗ lc = w + I (1)

Free migration ensures spatial equilibrium condition of equal utility:

V (w , r ; s) = k (2)

Assume amenity increases utility: Vs = ∂V/∂s > 0
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Firms
Firms produce X with CRS production function X = f (Lp,N; s), where N is
number of workers and Lp is land used in production

In equilibrium the unit cost (CRS) must equal price of X (assumed to be 1); if not
firms could relocate to more profitable cities, which would increase factor prices
(land, labor) in those cities until equilibrium is reached

C(w , r ; s) = 1 (3)

Given a unit cost function and Shepard’s Lemma we have that
Cw = N(w , r ,X ; s)/X and Cr = Lp(w , r ,X ; s)/X

The amenity may be unproductive Cs > 0 or productive Cs < 0 (typo in paper says
unproductive is Cs < 0)

An amenity that is positive for consumers (clean air) may be unproductive for firms
(clean air regulation may require expensive non-polluting technology)
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Equilibrium

In equilibrium wages and rents adjust so that workers and firms are indifferent
across locations:

V (w , r ; s) = k (2)

C(w , r ; s) = 1 (3)

Lp + N ∗ lc = L (Land Constraint)

Can use equations 2) and 3) to determine wages w and rent r

Easiest way is to graph isocost curves (C = 1) and indifference curves (V = k ) in
wage w and rent r space

Can vary amount of amenity s to see effect on curves and solve for equilibrium
levels of w and r
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Benchmark Cases

In David Card’s lecture notes he considers some simple cases to build up the
intuition before considering Roback’s Figure 1

• Say that the amenity has no effect on production (Cs = 0) and one city has
nicer weather than another, s2 > s1, Vs > 0. How will wages and rent
compare across the two cities? Will both wages and rent adjust or is one
enough?

• What if the amenity has no effect on utility but does lower the cost of
production: s2 > s1, Cs < 0, Vs = 0? For example, one city has access to
cheap hydroelectricity (from an ugly river).

• Consider again a consumer amenity but for the case where not only does the
amenity have no effect on production, but also land is not even used in
production.
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Consumer Amenity Only

Wages (w)

Rent (r)
V2=V(w,r;s2)=k

V1=V(w,r;s1)=kC=C(w,r)=1
Cs=0

s2>s1, V(w0,r0;s2)>V(w0,r0;s1) 13 / 52
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Producer Amenity Only

Wages (w)

Rent (r)

V=V(w,r)=k
Vs=0

C1=C(w,r;s1)=1

C2=C(w,r;s2)=1

s2>s1, C(w0,r0;s1)>C(w0,r0;s2), or Cs<0 14 / 52
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Consumer Amenity, No Land in Production

Wages (w)

Rent (r)
V2=V(w,r;s2)=k

V1=V(w,r;s1)=k

C=C(w)=1
Cs=0
Cr=0

s2>s1, V(w0,r0;s2)>V(w0,r0;s1)
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Consumer Amenity, Producer Disamenity
What if s is valued by consumer but increases cost of producer?QUALITY OF LIFE 1261 

r. V(w r;s 2) 

C/(w,r;sl) 

0 ~~~~~~C( w,r; s21) 

W. 
S1 <S2 

FIG. 1 

sources to use a nonpolluting technology. An example of a "produc- 
tive amenity" might be "lack of severe snow storms" because blizzards 
may be as costly to the firm in inconvenience and lost production as 
they are unpleasant to consumers. The amenity "sunny days" (with 
precipitation held constant) probably has no effect on production. 

3. Equilibrium 

Notice that equations (2) and (3) perfectly determine w and r as 
functions of s, given a level of k. The equilibrium levels of wages and 
rents can be solved from the equal utility and equal cost conditions. 
That is, w and r are determined by the interaction of the equilibrium 
conditions of the two sides of the market.7 The effects of different 
quantities of s on wages and rents can be understood with the aid of 
figure 1. 

The downward-sloping lines are combinations of w and r which 
equalize unit costs at a given level of s. Suppose that s is unproductive 
so that, for s2 > s1, factor prices must be lower in city 2 to equalize costs 
in both cities. The duality of C with the production function is that the 
less substitutable are land and labor, the less the curvature of the 
factor price frontier. Similarly, the upward-sloping lines represent 
w-r combinations satisfying V(w, r; s) = k at given levels of s. At 

7The market-clearing conditions in the land and labor markets are used to solve for 
the population gradient and the common level of utility. The utility level then 
influences the wage and rent gradients, as mentioned in the text. See Roback (1980) for 
details. 
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Equilibrium Wage and Rent

If s is valued by consumers but a disamenity for producers then wages are lower in
s2 city but rent may be higher or lower

Similarly, if s is valued by producers but a disamenity for consumers (ex: low
pollution standards) then rent will be higher in low s city but wages are uncertain

Differentiate both equilibrium conditions, V (w , r ; s) = k and C(w , r ; s) = 1 w.r.t. s:

dw
ds

=
−Vs ∗ Cr + Cs ∗ Vr

Vw ∗ Cr − Vr ∗ Cw
(4)

dr
ds

=
−Vw ∗ Cs + Vs ∗ Cw

Vw ∗ Cr − Vr ∗ Cw

Denominator is always positive (next slide) so if Vs > 0 and Cs > 0 then
dw/ds < 0 but dr/ds <> 0
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Using Roy’s Identity for Consumer Land Demand

V (r ,w ; s) = max
x ,lc

U(x , lc ; s) s.t. x + r ∗ lc − w − I = 0 (1)

Let λ be marginal utility of additional income from Lagrangian:

∂V
∂w

= Vw = λ

∂V
∂r

= Vr = −λ ∗ lc

This gives us Vr = −Vw ∗ lc , which we also know from Roy’s identity (ratio of
derivative of indirect utility w.r.t. price and w.r.t. wealth is equal to Marshallian
demand)

Then since Cr = Lp/X and Cw = N/X , we know that
Vw ∗ Cr − Vr ∗ Cw = Vw ∗ lp/X − (−Vw ∗ lc) ∗ (N/X ) = Vw ∗ L/X > 0
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Marginal Willingness to Pay
Using the equilibrium condition we can infer the value of the amenity from changes
in wages and rents

Ω(s) = V (w(s), r(s), s) = k
dΩ(s)

ds
=

∂V
∂w

dw
ds

+
∂V
∂r

dr
ds

+
∂V
∂s

= 0

Using Roy’s identity we get:

Vs = −Vw ∗ dw
ds

+ Vw ∗ lc ∗ dr
ds

p∗
s ≡ Vs

Vw
= lc ∗ dr

ds
− dw

ds
(5a)

This p∗
s is the marginal willingess to pay for an additional unit of the amenity s
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Marginal Productivity of Amenity
Similarly, we can derive the productivity effect (change in firm cost) of an amenity

Ω(s) = C(w(s), r(s), s) = 1
dΩ(s)

ds
=

∂C
∂w

dw
ds

+
∂C
∂r

dr
ds

+
∂C
∂s

= 0

Using Shepard’s Lemma (derivative of cost functions is input factor demand):

Cs = −Cw ∗ dw
ds

+−Cr ∗
dr
ds

Cs = −
(

N()

X
dw
ds

+
lp()
X

dr
ds

)
(5b)

Thus Cs is marginal effect of the amenity on cost
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Total Marginal Effect of an Amenity

If an amenity s affects consumers through utility and firms through productivity,
what is the total marginal effect?

Effect on N consumers is aggregate willingness to pay:
N ∗ p∗

s = N ∗ lc ∗ dr
ds − N ∗ dw

ds

Effect on firms is total change in production: −Cs ∗ X = X ∗ (−Cw ∗ dw
ds +−Cr ∗ dr

ds )

But since Cs = −
(

N()
X

dw
ds + lp()

X
dr
ds

)
and L = Lp + N ∗ lc , we have:

Total change=N ∗ p∗
s − Cs ∗ X = L ∗ dr

ds

Thus the wage effects exactly cancel each other out (worker gain in wages is a firm
loss) and total effect (of marginal change in s) is simply the change in value of land
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Applications and extensions of the Roback mdoel
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Quality of Life and Valuing Amenities

p∗
s ≡ Vs

Vw
= lc ∗ dr

ds
− dw

ds
(5)

Albouy (2012) takes the total differential of the spatial equilibrium equation and
log-linearizes around national averages of wages and prices; this gives him an
index of quality of life that does not require choosing amenities (basically a
residual from wages and prices for traded and non-traded goods)

The application of Roback (and Glaeser Gottlieb) is to value specific amenities
(denote with z) by estimating dr/dz and dw/dz using regressions of rents on z
and wages on z across cities with different amounts of z

Roback then multiplies the calculated weight p∗
z times the amount of the attribute z

in a city, for all attributes z ∈ Z , to get a measure of quality of life
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Example Valuation
Say z is a bad amenity, such as crime or pollution; we want to know how people
value a reduction in this bad

Roback re-writes eq5 as budget shares (easier estimation)

p∗
z ≡ Vz

Vw
= lc ∗ dr

dz
− dw

dz
= w

[
lc ∗ r

w
∗ dr

dz
∗ 1

r
− dw

dz
∗ 1

w

]
p∗

z
w

= kl
d log r

dz
− d logw

dz
= kl ∗ γr − γw

In the above eq. kl is the share of budget spent on land

Then we take an estimate of kl , run regressions for γ’s, and plug back into eq 5:

logwic = xiβ + γw ∗ zc + ϵic

log rc = γr ∗ zc + µc
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“Valuing Air Quality in Chinese Cities,” Huang and Lanz, 2018
Huang and Lanz estimate willingness to pay for air quality with data on 288
Chinese cities in 2011 (student presentation?)

Use Roback framework to write marginal willingness to pay for pollution as:

MWTPQ = −dw
dQ

+ H
dr
dQ

(5)

Wagesi = α0 + α1AirPollutioni + α2HousePricesi + α3X wages
i + ϵ

wages
i (6)

HousePricesi = β0 + β1AirPollutioni + β2Wagesi + β3X HousePrices
i + ϵHousePrices

i (7)

Find that “willingness to pay for a unit reduction in PM10 is CNY 261, with a
significant share reflected in labor market outcomes”

Interestingly, Chay and Greenstone (JPE 2005) find that in US entire effect of air
pollution is reflected in house prices, nothing in wages
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Roback’s Extensions

Roback then extends the basic model by introducing a non-tradable goods
(housing) sector

This sector also competes for land use; incorporating this sector allows author to
derive effect of change in s on utility as function of house price changes and
wages

Glaeser and Gottlieb extend this set-up even further and look more deeply at
empirical implications
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Moretti 2010; Hsieh and Moretti 2019
Moretti points out that basic version of Roback model assumes i) workers are
perfectly mobile (labor supply is infinitely elastic) and ii) housing supply elasticity is
fairly limited

These two assumptions imply that an amenity or productivity change is fully
capitalized into housing prices, thus only landowners benefit from a positive
change

Moretti (2010) uses a simple and intuitive model that allows for limited worker
mobility and elastic housing. Productivity and amenity shocks are not fully
capitalized into housing prices; for example, workers in a city can then benefit from
a productivity increase

A famous paper by Hsieh and Moretti (AEJ 2019) study the “misallocation” that
occurs due to housing supply restrictions

When cities restrict housing supply (zoning, NIMBY), productivity shocks lead to
large increases in housing prices and nominal wages, not in-migration
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Glaeser and Gottlieb, “The Wealth of Cities: Agglomeration
Economies and Spatial Equilibrium in the United States,”

Journal of Economic Literature, 2009
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Glaeser Gottlieb 2009: Introduction
Paper starts out by noting that while research on economic growth tends to focus
on cross-country differences, differences within countries are also quite large

In US, productivity in most productive cities is more than three times productivity in
lowest cities

Further, population is very concentrated: 68% of Americans live in 1.8% of land
(we’ve seen this stat before)

Authors use classic spatial equilibrium model (Rosen-Roback) to explain how to
empirically study these issues

Three key equilibrium conditions: 1) workers indifferent between locations 2) firms
indifferent about hiring more workers 3) builders indifferent about building more
housing supply

After describing model they show several empirical applications
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Productivity and City Size 987Glaeser and Gottlieb: The Wealth of Cities

in the 1970s, and no significant relationship 
since then. Incomes are converging, but this 
is not because people are moving dispropor-
tionately to high wage areas. 

Does the phenomenon of income conver-
gence suggest that current income differ-
ences are only temporary? Figure 2 shows 
the 0.77 correlation between the logarithm 
of income per capita in 1970 and income 
per capita in 2000.3 There has been some 

3 This correlation is substantially lower if 1960 rather 
than 1970 is used as the initial point. The very high 
degrees of income convergence over the 1960s make that 
decade somewhat unusual over the past forty years. 

 convergence since 1970 but, over thirty years, 
rich places have stayed rich and poor places 
have stayed poor. This continuing income 
disparity has motivated urban economists to 
think about a spatial equilibrium where dif-
ferences in per capita income and prices can 
persist for many decades. 

2.1 The Spatial Equilibrium

The methods employed by urban and 
growth economists differ along one major 
dimension. Cross-national work rarely, if 
ever, assumes that welfare levels are equal-
ized across space. After all, one goal of 
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Figure 1. Productivity and City Size

Notes: Units of observation are Metropolitan Statistical Areas under the 2006 definitions. Population is from 
the Census, as described in the Data Appendix. Gross Metropolitan Product is from the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis.
 
The regression line is log GMP per capita = 0.13 [0.01] × log population + 8.8 [0.1].
R2 = 0.25 and N = 363.
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Persistence of Productivity 989Glaeser and Gottlieb: The Wealth of Cities

absorbed over long periods by largely perma-
nent migration. Raven E. Saks and Abigail 
Wozniak (2007) find that migration flows 
respond strongly to business cycle variables 
and do so differentially for workers in differ-
ent stages of their careers, and Glaeser and 
Charles Redlick (2008) find that education 
influences the size of migration flows. 

The slow migration response to local 
shocks does not imply that spatial equilib-
rium holds only over long periods. As long 
as house prices or rents can change quickly, 
the price adjustment suffices to maintain the 
spatial equilibrium. Glaeser, Scheinkman, 
and Shleifer (1995) use a spatial equilibrium 

model where migration responds slowly to 
shocks but the spatial equilibrium is always 
maintained because of housing price flexibil-
ity. This leads us to ask if this occurs in prac-
tice: Do housing costs actually move enough 
to equalize utility levels across space?

If anything, Glaeser and Gyourko (2006) 
find that there is too much housing price vol-
atility relative to volatility in local incomes. 
More generally, measurement difficulties 
mean that it is quite difficult to reject the 
hypothesis that welfare levels are equalized 
across space. The difficulties of assessing 
expected housing price appreciation makes it 
difficult to measure expected housing costs 

Figure 2. Income Over Time

Notes: Units of observation are Metropolitan Statistical Areas under the 2006 definitions, using Metropolitan 
Divisions where applicable. Data are from the Census, as described in the Data Appendix. 

The regression line is Income 2000 = 0.77 [0.03] × Income 1970 + 3.75 [0.26].
R2 = 0.60 and N = 363.
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City Production of Tradable Good

City-level production function with two types of capital: 1) tradable KT with national
exogenous price γt and 2) non-tradable KN (ex: land) with local endogenous price
γN

Assume that amount of non-traded capital is fixed at stock K̄N , then:

GT = Ai
t K̄N

αγKα(1−γ)
T L1−α (GG1)

Taking FOC w.r.t. L and KT (assume some price of output) gives (inverse) demand
for labor:

ϕAi
t K̄N

αγL−αγ = W 1−α(1−γ) (GG2)

The term ϕ includes price of output, price of traded capital, and other constants
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Worker Utility 1
Workers get utility from 1) traded goods GT 2) non-traded goods GN and 3)
amenities θi

t

Can write this as indirect utility function like V (w , r ; s), with Y i
t as income (wage),

P i
t as price of non-traded good (housing), and amenities:

V (Y i
t ,P

i
t , θ

i
t) (GG3)

Authors note that spatial equilibrium condition implies constant utility:
V (Y i

t ,P
i
t , θ

i
t) = Ut

Then holding θ fixed and taking the total differential we have
dV = VydY + VpdP = 0, or

dY
dP

= −VP

VY
(1)

An increase in housing prices is associated with higher income, or higher incomes
are offset by higher housing prices
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Worker Utility 2

Authors assume Cobb-Douglas utility with amenity multiplier: U = θi
tG

β
T G1−β

N

Then, optimizing and plugging demand equations back into utility function gives
indirect utility (ω is constant):

V = ωθi
tW

i
t (P

i
t )
β−1 (GG4)

Setting this equal to country utility Ut we can solve for wage and take logs:

log(W i
t ) = log(Ut) + (1 − β)log(P i

t )− log(θi
t) (GG5)
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Housing Prices vs IncomeJournal of Economic Literature, Vol. XLVII (December 2009)992

prediction that d   Y t  
i  = − (VP/VY) d P t  

i  where 
the ratio VP/VY equals the demand for the 
nontraded good. High income levels are off-
set by high prices. 

Again, the Cobb–Douglas utility function 
is a natural way to empirically use the spatial 
equilibrium assumption. Under this assump-
tion, utility can be written as:  θ t  

i   G T  β  G N  1−β , 
which will equal  θ t  

i    W t  
i ( P t  

i )β−1 times a constant. 
The spatial equilibrium assumption requires 
this to equal Ut, the reservation utility within 
the country. This formulation suggests that 
log( W t  

i ) = log(Ut) + (1 − β) log( P t  
i ) − log( θ t  

i ). 
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the 
logarithm of median home prices and the 

logarithm of median household income 
across space. The coefficient is 0.34, which 
is quite close to the average share of expendi-
ture on housing, or 1 − β . 

The final critical production sector con-
cerns the making of nontraded goods, or 
homes. If we are interested in a truly static 
model, as in Roback (1982), it is natural to 
follow her assumption that nontraded goods 
are produced like traded goods with labor, 
traded capital, and nontraded capital. In 
this case, the production function might 
be  H t  

i   F(K, L), where  H t  
i    refers to productiv-

ity in this sector. We will assume that the 
traded capital here is the same as the traded 
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Figure 3. Housing Prices and Income

Notes: Units of observation are Metropolitan Statistical Areas under the 2006 definitions. Data are from the 
Census, as described in the Data Appendix.

The regression line is log income = 0.34 [0.02] × log value + 5.97 [0.22].
R2 = 0.46 and N = 363. 35 / 52
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Production of Non-Tradable Sector

Again, assume there is labor L and tradable and non-tradable capital in production
of H

Tradable capital is same as in city production of tradable good, KT

Non-tradable capital (land) is different: ZN , fixed at Z̄N

GN = H i
t Z̄N

µηK µ(1−η)
T L1−µ (GG6)

Note: I think equation at top of p993 has typo (should be KT , not KN )

Term H i
t is non-tradable productivity multiplier
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Output of Non-Tradable Sector (Housing)

Then with price P i
t profit maximization gives output as:(

(P i
t )

1−µηH i
t W

(µ−1)
)1/µη

Z̄N (GG7)

Can also solve for labor demand from this non-tradable sector, which authors note
is (1 − µ)(1 − β) ∗ N i

t , where N i
t is city population

This part is generally unclear but population can be determined by labor demand
for two sectors
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Equilibrium
Authors do not clearly write equilibrium equations; however, given text we can
write this as:

Li
Tt(W

i
t ) + Li

Nt(W
i
t ,P

i
t ) = N i

t (1)(
(P i

t )
1−µηH i

t W
(µ−1)

)1/µη
Z̄N = (1 − β)W i

t /P i
t (2)

V (W i
t ,P

i
t , θ

i
t) = ωθi

tW
i
t (P

i
t )
β−1 = Ut , ∀i (3)∑

i

N i
t = Nt (4)

Eq 1 sums workers in two sectors, Eq 2 equates output of non-tradable good with
expenditure from local consumers, Eq 3 is spatial equilibrium, Eq 4 distributes
labor over all markets (labor market clearing)

Note: slides from Joaquin Blaum (MIT presentation) were very useful in
corroborating above equations and I mostly use his notation
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Equilibrium Solution

log(N i
t ) = κN + λN

A log(Ai
t K̄N

αγ
) + λN

H log(H i
t Z̄N

µη
) + λN

θ log(θi
t)

log(W i
t ) = κW + λW

A log(Ai
t K̄N

αγ
) + λW

H log(H i
t Z̄N

µη
) + λW

θ log(θi
t)

log(P i
t ) = κP + λP

A log(Ai
t K̄N

αγ
) + λP

H log(H i
t Z̄N

µη
+ λP

θ log(θi
t)

Following table shows how parameters from model feed into λ’s and can be used
for comparative statics

• Increase in tradable good productivity increases population, wages, house
prices

• Increase in housing construction productivity increases population, decreases
wages and house prices

• Increase in amenities increases population but decreases wages and house
prices
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Parameter TableJournal of Economic Literature, Vol. XLVII (December 2009)994

Increases in housing sector productivity 
will increase population and lower both wages 
and prices. To identify the impact of a variable 
on housing sector or nontraded goods produc-
tivity, we must combine the variables connec-
tion with population, income, and housing 
prices: δH = μη   ̂ 

   
 b N + (1 − μ + μη)  ̂  

   
 b W −   ̂  

   
 b p. 

The parameter, μη, reflects the share of non-
traded capital (e.g., land) in the production 
of housing. Glaeser, Gyourko, and Saks 
(2005) estimate that approximately thirty 
percent of housing costs are associated 
with land and permitting across the United 
States. Gyourko and Albert Saiz (2006) 

 estimate that 57  percent of construction 
costs are associated with labor costs. This 
suggests values of 0.4 for labor costs and 0.3 
for traded capital. 

The same equations are the work-
horses of dynamic work on urban change. 
 First-differencing equations (1) through (3) 
gives us:

(1′)  log a   N t+1  
i
  
 ____ 

 N t  
i 
  b = κΔN +  λ A  N   log a   A t+1  

i
  
 ____ 

 A t  
i 
  b

 +  λ H  N   log a   H t+1  
i
  
 ____ 

 H t  
i 
  b +  λ θ  

N   log a   θ t+1  
i
  
 ____ 

 θ t  
i 
  b ,

TABLE 2
Estimating Parameters

Equation
parameters

Value of parameters in the
baseline model

Value of parameters with agglomeration
economies

 λ A  N   
β + μ(1 − β) (1 − η)   _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   

β + μ(1 − β) (1 − λ)    ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ H  N   (1 − α + αγ) (1 − β)   _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   (1 − α + αγ) (1 − β)    ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ  θ  
N   

1 − α + αγ   _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   1 − α + αγ   ____________________________________     
(1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)

  

 λ A  W   μη (1 − β)   _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   μη (1 − β)   ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ H  W   
−αγ (1 − β)   _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   

−(1 − β) (αγ − ω)    ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ  θ  
W   

−αγ  _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   
−(αγ − ω)   ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ A  P   μη  _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   μη   ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ H  P
    

−αγ  _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   
−(αγ − ω)   ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  

 λ  θ  
P   (1 − α)μη − (1 − μ)αγ   _________________________    ((1 − α)η + αγ)μ(1 − β) + αβγ    .   (1 − α + ω)ημ − (1 − μ)(αγ − ω)    ____________________________________     (1 − α + ω) (1 − β)ημ + (μ + β − μβ)(αγ − ω)  40 / 52
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How to use this in estimation
Researchers often try to estimate effect of some variable (X i

t ) on productivity in
traded sector, non-traded sector, or amenities

∂log(Ai
t K̄N

αγ
)

∂X i
t

= δA (2)

∂log(H i
t Z̄N

µη
)

∂X i
t

= δH (3)

∂log(θi
t)

∂X i
t

= δθ (4)

This effect can be inferred by running regressions of population, wages, and prices
on variable X i

t
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Inferring Effects

b̂N = E [N i
t |X i

t ] = λN
A δA + λN

HδH + λN
θ δθ (5)

b̂W = E [W i
t |X i

t ] = λW
A δA + λW

H δH + λW
θ δθ (6)

b̂P = E [P i
t |X i

t ] = λP
AδA + λP

HδH + λP
θ δθ (7)

Or:

δθ = (1 − β)b̂P − b̂W (8)

δA = αγb̂N + (1 − α(1 − γ))b̂W (9)

δH = µηb̂N + (1 − µµη)b̂W − b̂P (10)

Ex: to understand effect of crime on utility ∂log(θi
t)/∂X i

t = δθ we use estimates of
house prices and wages on (exogenous) crime, plus need estimate of share of
household expenditure on housing (1 − β) from literature

Important: notice that this cannot be inferred solely from change in house prices,
must also look at change in wages 42 / 52
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Glaeser Gottlieb 2009: Results from their model
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Rise of the “Sunbelt”

In US, fastest growing areas have warm climates

These areas, in the south and west of US, are known as the “sunbelt”

Why has population growth shifted to sunbelt?
1. Has productivity increased in South?
2. Have political institutions become more efficient (and less corrupt)?
3. Has advent of air conditioning made South more comfortable (amenities)?
4. Are people attracted to cheap housing, made possible by pro-building

policies?
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Population Growth and ClimateJournal of Economic Literature, Vol. XLVII (December 2009)996

(4′) log(Population 2000/Population in 1990)

         = 0.016 + 0.003 × January Temperature.
 (0.14)       (0.0004)

There are again 315 observations and the 
R2 is 0.162. This growth relationship is shown 
in figure 4. The rise of the Sunbelt provides 
us with an opportunity to illustrate how the 
spatial equilibrium model can differenti-
ate between different theories of Sunbelt 
success. 

Some authors, such as Barro and Sala-
i-Martin (1991) and Francesco Caselli 

and Wilbur John Coleman (2001), have 
 emphasized capital accumulation and struc-
tural transformation in the South. These are 
changes that can be interpreted as increases 
in the productivity variables, particularly 
nontraded capital. Other authors, such as 
Timothy Besley, Torsten Persson, and Daniel 
Sturm (2005), Mancur Olson (1983), and 
James C. Cobb (1982), also point to produc-
tivity growth but suggest that this growth 
resulted from improvements in Southern 
political institutions. An alternative litera-
ture (George H. Borts and Jerome L. Stein 
1964; Peter R. Mueser and Philip E. Graves 

Figure 4. Population Growth and Temperature

Notes: Units of observation are Metropolitan Statistical Areas under the 1999 definitions, using Primary 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas rather than Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas where applicable 
and New England County Metropolitan Areas where applicable. Population data are from the Census, as 
described in the Data Appendix. Mean January temperature is from the City and County Data Book, 1994.

The regression line is Population growth = 0.0030 [0.0004] × Temperature + 0.02 [0.01].
R2 = 0.16 and N = 316.
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Explaining the sunbelt 1

Authors run regressions of population, wages, and house values on temperature
with controls

Combine coefficients using model to look at effect of temperature on amenities,
productivity, housing construction productivity

Find
• Effect of temperature on productivity: −0.14
• Effect of temperature on amenities: +0.59–people are willing to give up

0.59% of real wages for an additional degree F.
• Effect of temperature on wages: −0.52
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Sunbelt Regressions 997Glaeser and Gottlieb: The Wealth of Cities

1995) has pointed to consumption amenities 
in the South. One version of this literature 
emphasizes technological changes, such as 
air conditioning, that were complements to 
warmth. A second version suggests that ris-
ing incomes in the country as a whole would 
lead people to sacrifice productivity to live 
in more pleasant areas. Still a third view 
is that the rise of the Sunbelt’s population 
reflects local policies that support new con-
struction of housing (Glaeser and Kristina 
Tobio 2008). 

To differentiate between these hypoth-
eses, we can use the connection between 

January temperature, wage growth, and price 
growth. We begin with cross-sectional wage 
 regressions using microdata from the 2000 
Census and then move to the growth regres-
sions that are our primary focus. In our income 
regressions, shown in table 3, we include only 
prime-age males (between 25 and 55) and we 
control for education and age. In our hous-
ing price regressions, we include a battery of 
housing characteristics as controls. Regression 
(1) shows that there is a  significant negative 
association between January temperature  
and incomes. Combining the coefficients 
from the population regression above with 

TABLE 3
Spatial Equilibrium

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Dependent variable Log wage
Log house 

value
Log real 

wage Log wage
Log house 

value
Log real  

wage

Year: 2000 2000 2000 1990, 2000 1990, 2000 1990, 2000
Mean January temperature −0.19 0.60 −0.33

[0.06] [0.31] [0.10]

Mean January temperature −0.001 −0.43 0.19
 × year 2000 [0.05] [0.11] [0.03]

Year 2000 dummy 0.25 0.62 0.06
[0.02] [0.06] [0.02]

Individual controls Yes — Yes Yes — Yes
Housing controls — Yes — — Yes —
MSA fixed effects — — — Yes Yes Yes
N 1,590,467 2,341,976 1,590,467 2,950,850 4,245,315 2,950,850
R2 0.29 0.36 0.21 0.27 0.60 0.26

Notes: Individual-level data are from the Census Public Use Microdata Sample, as described in the Data Appendix. 
Metropolitan-area population is from the Census, as also described in the Data Appendix. Mean January tempera-
ture is from the City and County Data Book, 1994, and is measured in hundreds of degrees Fahrenheit. Real wage 
is controlled for with median house value, also from the Census as described in the Data Appendix. Individual 
controls include age and education. Location characteristics follow Metropolitan Statistical Areas under the 1999 
definitions, using Primary Metropolitan Statistical Areas rather than Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas 
where applicable and New England County Metropolitan Areas where applicable. Standard errors are clustered by 
metropolitan area.
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Explaining the sunbelt 2

Repeat exercise but look at growth instead of levels

Find that in 1990’s temperature not correlated with increases in productivity or
amenities but is correlated with increasing housing supply

Conclude that over longer period, rise of Sunbelt due to both increases in
productivity and housing supply but not amenities

Emphasize that most expensive US cities had large housing price increases with
very little population growth

Authors argue that more attention should be paid to housing supply as a driver of
population growth
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House Values and City Growth 999Glaeser and Gottlieb: The Wealth of Cities

prices in the country. Simultaneously, the 
twenty or so places with the largest popu-
lation growth had moderate prices. Since 
the places that expanded the most are not 
expensive and the places that are expensive 
did not expand, housing supply must differ 
across areas.

3. Agglomeration Economies and the 
Existence of Cities

The central question of why cities exist 
ties together almost all of urban econom-
ics. Most of the field that follows Johann von 

Thünen (1825) and Marshall (1890) can be 
understood as an attempt to make sense of 
the remarkable clustering of human activity 
in a small number of urban areas. The spa-
tial equilibrium model again provides the 
grounding for thinking about the reasons 
for urban concentration, which again might 
reflect consumer amenities, housing sup-
ply, or productivity advantages. Moreover, 
 cities might form because some places have 
innate advantages in these areas—New York 
City’s harbor increases productivity and San 
Diego’s climate is pleasant—or because clus-
ters of people endogenously increase ameni-
ties, housing supply, or productivity. 

Figure 5. House Values and City Growth

Notes: Units of observation are Metropolitan Statistical Areas under the 1999 definitions, using Primary 
Metropolitan Statistical Areas rather than Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Areas where applicable and 
New England County Metropolitan Areas where applicable. Data are from the Census, as described in the 
Data Appendix.
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Agglomeration

Authors extend model by allowing productivity to be a function of population,
similar to earlier papers in our class

This can strengthen some effects but also reverse others, depending on
parameters

Example: increase in amenities increases population but that may now increase
productivity, possibly increasing wages
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Final Note: Estimation of Agglomeration
Typically we estimate agglomeration economies by regressing log income on log
population or log density

Spatial equilibrium model shows that population is an outcome and thus must be
endogenous: some omitted variable increasing productivity must increase
population

Most papers try to instrument for population with a historical variable which may
be exogenous to current unobservable productivity shocks

In context of GG model, this means either correlated with H i
t or θi

t

Problem is that neither gives true treatment effect of population on productivity
because will depend on other parameters (share of production associated with
nontraded capital, or share of production associated with labor plus nontraded
capital)
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